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. Propositions 7, 8 affect UCF
Amendment 7
An amendment to specify the
projects for which state g-eneral
obligation bonds may be issued, to
·provide an exception to the limit
imposed on- the total outstanding
principal of such bonds, to allow
such bonds to be combined for
purposes of sale, to allow state
revenue bonds to be payable from
~ents or fees paid from state tax
revenues. .
Amendment. 8
An amendment to provide tor the
levy ·on gross receipts pursuant to
Chapter 203, Florida Statutes, as
provided by law to authorize the
continuation of the funding of
public education capital outlay
bonds · for construction of public
school, vocational education,
community college, school for ·the
deaf and blind, and university
buildings.

•

by Jennifer Machtel
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

Two amendments Will be on the November
election-ballot that are of great concern to
UCF and will potentially affect the students
and faculty. These are amendments seven
and eight.
Amendment No. 7: Bonds for State Capital
Pro]ects, will app~ on the ballot in the
following form, amending Aricle VII, Section
11. The amendment proposed is intended to
specify the projects for which state general
obligation bonds may be issued, to provide an
exception to the limit iµiposed on the total
outstanding principal of such bonds, to allow
sucJi bonds to· be combined for purposes of
sale, to allow state revenue bonds to be
payable from rents or fees paid from state tax
revenues.
Specifically for UCF this amendment
would allow ·the b~lding of dorms with
money obtained from state bonds. The
amendment would make ' more money
available for this purpose (the building of
buildings on state institutions). Previously,
rent money from dorms could not be used to
pay back the bonds. With the passage of this
amendment the rent revenues could be .used
towards the payment of the bond.

Frederick 0. Goddard, author of a pamphlet on the amendments to be on the ballot
stated that persons supporting the amendment say that if passed it will enable the
state to better plan !Ong-term fixed capital
needs of various agencies to better coordinate
statewide fixed capital outlays.
The Florida Voter, written by the League of
Women Voters say the proponents' view is
that it allows bond issues to be combined to
obtain a better market rate. It allows new
funding sources to deal with needed improvements in state office buildings, service
buildings, · state infrastructure and other
capital improvements. It also allows greater
flexibility for repayment of bonds.
The Florida Voter said that the opponents'
view was that the state would pay for new
buildings through rent to itself rather than to
a private enterprise, which would not lead to
any decrease in appropriations for rental of
space. It could result in less legislative ac·
countability since the project would not have
been funded out of the current operating
budget. It could result in a new funding
source for "turkeys"(capital . projects in
legislators' home districts).
·
The League of Women Voters supports this
amendment, first because they believe the
SEE 7 AND 8, PAGE 7

Stray c-a ts pose rabies
. hazard on UCF campus
by Cindi Milam
Future staff

"'

•

.
Stray cats that roam around UCF are
potentially dangerous to people who come in
coptact with them, according to an Orange
County Animal Control official.
Don Westfall, assistant manager of Orange
County's Animal Control, said, "it is very,
very possible that a cat could contract
rabies." He estimated that more than 30
homeless cats wander around UCF's campus.
Ron Seacrist, director of the UCF police
department, said that a sickly· raccoon was
recently seen by UCF police officers on campus. It had several symptoms of rabies including erratic behavior. The animal was also
believed to be foaming at the mouth according to Seacrist.
The officers could not catch the animal and
Animal Control would not remove it unless it
was captured. ''Normally we go through
Animal Control," Seacrist said. The UCF
police department does not have the equipment or facilities to deal with these animal
problems.
The stray cats could easily be exposed to
rabies if a diseased animal is in the area. "It
is possible the cats could come in contact
with a rabid raccoon or skunk," Westfall
said. Rabies is spread through a bite, a
scratch or saliva entering an open wound.
Westfall estimated that 95 percent of the

stray cats. have not been immunized against
diseases such as rabies and distemper.
People feeding the animals or coming in
contact with them in other ways are in a risky
situation, according to Westfall. Although
animals generally become loners if they contract rabies, they may be aggressive. This
could cause a cat to attack a person trying to
·
play with it.
Human treatment for rabies is a series of
painful shots. Without them, a person with
rabies would die. Animals suspected of having the disease must be killed to be tested.
Animal Control is willing to remove any of
the undomesticated cats, but they have to be
captured first. They often pick up animals
found by students, according to Westfall.
Traps can be rented from Animal Control
for $1.50 a day. "The county only has about
20 traps, " Westfall said. They are designed
so that animals are not injured in them.
Westfall said that UCF should buy two or
three traps to control the problem. "(UCF) is
going to have an ongoing problem," he said.
The traps cost about $35 a piece. Once an
animal is caught, it could be turned over to
the Humane Society.
Dale Royer, a Humane Society shelter
supervisor said they do not pick up animals.
But the humane society will try to adopt out
the animals if they are brought in by Animal
Control.

Steve St. Angeo/Conlributlng Photographer

A campus c9t curiously watches students hustling to and
SEE CATS, PAGE 7 from classes as he enjoys the morning sun.
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D AGONY OF DE FEET
On Nov. 9, the first annual
Agony of De Feet 5 Kilometer
team prediction run to benefit
the Ronald McDonald House
will be held at Sea World. The
event is being sponsored by
Sea World of Florida,
McDonalds of Central Florida
and WCPX-TV 6.
Since the Agony of De Feet
is a prediction run and not a
race, runners and non-runners
alike can participate. A party
and awards presentation will
follow the run with prizes and
recognition to go to the winning teams.
For more information contact 100 W. Lucerne Circle,
Suite 501, Orlando, Florida
32801.
D ADAM WALSH _CENTER
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•
0 BOOK SALE
The library will be holding
book sales every Monday
from 1-4 p.m. for the remainder of the semester. The
books on sale are donations
which cannot be added to the
library collection for various
reasons. Funds raised will be
used to purchase new books
·appropriate for the UCF
Library's
collection.

•

D COPIES
A new photocopy service
center is now open on the first
floor of the library in room
138. It has been established
by the University Auxillary
Services to provide an alte.rna ti ve to . the self-service
copiers now available
throughout the building. An
UCFPhoto
operator is prepared to make
copies for anyone on a new The UCF Foundations received a check for 518,700 by Jean Glascott, left, and Holly Bennett
Savin 5040 that enlarges, Thatcher. There to accept the check were UCF President Trevor Colbourn, with Thatcher, and
reduces and makes two sided Patrick Powers,· UCF's alumni affairs director.
copies.
To use the service, a copy
request must be filled out and Kappa Phi National Honor fourth out of the six univer·
the copies must be payed for Society is inviting applica- sities competing.
RU~
Sun Bank N.A., is sponsor- (10 cents per page) at the cir- tions from outstanding senior
ing its fourth annual Run culation desk. Materials may students for a $4,500 D WATCH WRESTLERS
With The Sun 10 Kilometer be left at the circulation desk graduate or professional WASH
road race to benefit the local and the completed copies can study. It is anticipated that
UCF's wrestling team will
Adam Walsh Center. The race be picked up at the copy 40 to 50 of these scholarships have a car wash this Saturday
is scheduled for Nov. 3 at 8 center within 24 hours. For will be awarded nationwide. at the Royal Coach car wash DTOUGER RULES
a.m. at Sun Bank'.s main of- faster service. materials can Each Phi Kappa Phi chapter 633 N. Orlando in Winter
The National Collegiate .a
be taken to the center along may nominate one student for
fice.
Park, across from the Winter Athletic Association's
Entry forms are available with the receipt of payment these awards.
· 44-member
Park Mall. The wrestlers will (NCAA)
at all Sun Banks in Orange, from the circulation desk, and
Graduating seniors With be washing from 9 a.m. to 4 Presidents' commission says •
Seminole and Osceola coun- in most cases the copies will outstanding academic leader- p.m. and will be charging $3. it will ask the NCAA's
ties. Also at Track Shack and be made immediately.
ship records should contact
Next Friday the wrestlers January convention to make
major sporting goods stores
their department chairman or will open their season against it harder for freshman
in the Orlando
D QUARTER CENTURY the Phi Kappa Phi chapter William and Mary College. athletes to play varsity
secretary, Dr. Lee H. Arm- The team will give a keg of sports.
strong
at Dean's Office, Col- beer to the fraternity or
O VITA VOLUNTEERS NEED· FU~~or commitments in reThe presidents want frosh
lege
of
Arts
and Sciences, for sorority with the highest to have a combined 700 on the •
ED
cent weeks have boosted the
If you enjoy helping people UCF Quarter Century Fund additional information.
percentage of members atten- Scholastic Aptitude Test or a
The general criteria con· ding the match, which starts 15 on the American College
and working with them to to $3.5 million with more than
make a difficult task easier, two months to go in the quest sidered in the selection pro- at 7:30 p.m. in the gym.
Testing exam, and maintain •
VITA may be for you. VITA, for $5 million for scholar- cess are scholastic achieve2. 0 in certain high school
the Volunteer Income Tax
courses.
ships, faculty salaries and ment, test scores, transcript
Assistance Program sponlibrary support at the univer- record, honors ~nd enrichsored by the Internal
ment · programs, promise of
sity.
from Campus News Notes
Revenue Service, is looking
success in graduate or profesAmong the ne~est gifts
for volunteers to help taxsional study, leadership, parwas a $200,000 grant from
payers with their tax returns.
ticipation in university and
D 35 CENTS FOR YOUR •
The Singer Company towards
VITA volunteers include
community activities, e.·.THOUGHTS
endowment of a chair in
college students enrolled in
perience, evaluation by in·
UCF's new Institute for
A vending machine now
business management and acstructors, and expression of D PAGEANT
sells college catalogs at the.,
Simulation and Training. The
The Altamonte South
counting programs, law
study plan and career goal.
money will establish the naUniversity of Texas-Austin.
Seminole Jaycees will be
students, and members of
tion's first program in
The machine, . a converted
professional
business
sponsoring the first annual refrigerator unit, is at an in-•
graduate study in the science
organizations. All volunteers
Miss
Altamonte Springs formation desk in the campus
of simulation.
must learn how to prepare a
Scholarship
Pageant on Feb. administration building. It ofSimulators are large-scale
simple tax return by suc23,
1985.
The
wiI111er will fers the undergraduate~
devices that combine comcessfully completing a special
enter
the
Miss
Florida catalog for one dollar, and the
puter, other electronic, opt.ical
training course in basic inPageant
the
following
June. graduate catalog for $2. Sales
and mechanical technologies
come tax return preparation.
This
competi_
t
ion
is
held
to have been great, especially on
to duplicate the operations of
Anyone interested should
select the state winner who weekends, say UT officials. •
aircraft, space craft, ships,
write to, Taxpayer Service
will
compete for the crown of Catalogs are normally
Division, Internal Revenue land vehicles and military tac- D VOLUNTEER COMMEND·
Miss
America in the national available only during week·
ED
Service, 80 North Hughey tical systems.
competition in Atlantic City day business hours. (OCR) .;.
Dorothy Wagenhorst will
Avenue, Orlando, Florida
D PHI KAPPA PHI
next September.
be
returning for her third year
32801 Stop-607.
The UCF chapter of Phi
To qualify as a contestant a 0 BLACK GOLD, TEXAS TEA
as the UCF Library's
woman must be between the
A Texas A and M fraternity•
booksale volunteer. The staff
ages of 17 and 26 on the struck oil recently, in it's own
at the library would 'like to
Labor Day immediately back yard. The Sigma Chi
commend her on her dedicapreceeding
the next Miss fraternity sold oil rights to-"
tion to the members of the
America
Pageant,
must be a it's land after an oil producer
Copyright © 1984
UCF community.
high
school
graduate
by proposed drilling there a year
A11oclated
Edltorlal 275·2601
Collegiate
ago. The well struck oil in
Labor
Day
and
must
never
Business 275·2865
Pre11
have been married.
September, bringing a finan- •
All-American
D UCF RIFLE TEAM
For more information on cial bounty for the local
The UCF Rifle Team com- contestants or about the Miss Sigma Chi's, it's national
This public document wos prorrolgoted at an annual cost of $100,000 or 5.3 cents per copy
to tntorm the unlVerslly comrromy.
peted in it's first competition Altamonte Springs Pageant organization and the drilling•
Opinions expr8$Sed In The Future ore those of the editor or of the writer and ore not necessarily
those of the University Boord of Publications or of the odmlnlstlatlon.
on Oct. 27. The team finished call Russ Hauck at 894-6061 rights firm.
or Bill Ombres at 841-3430.
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UCF's 1984 Homecoming Court was crowned at the Knight's football game
Saturday night. Queen, Karen Smith and King, Tom Messina were crowned
by UCF President Colbourn.
rim Barto/Future

•
•

•

•

~

•

.

..
Tim Barto/Future

~

Knightly armor surrounds this gallant steed as he clops
down the road to judging in the homecoming parade.

· The UCF Knights marching band put on the half-time show at the
homecoming game last week. The crack tuba section shows how to b low
with UCF spirit.
Tim Barto/Future

•

•

S.E.P.S.
·Student Escort Patrol Service·

At leas_t 6 .people are on duty every night to
help Inake your -nights on the UCF cainpus
~afe ones. Call X-2424 to have your personal
escort take _yoµ to your . car or - dorin, or
_possibly to another building on cainpus.

UCF Police Department
•
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Fox Hunt Lanes
.1. 2 Miles From Campus On Alafaya
j.

)!

*A Tremendous Investment:
• Purchase price $53,900
• Only 5% down, $2700 (owner
occupied)
• No closing costs
• $430/mo~ P & I
• Guaranteed 9.5 % interest rate
first year

One mile north of Highway 50 on Alafaya
Trail 1.2 miles from campus. Furnished
model open daily Monday-Saturday, lOAM'lPM, Sunday, 12Noon-6PM

Aluma Avenue4 26

• ~

305-282-4393

~Wesunghouse
w
._.._ _ _ _ _ _ _....,.
,
.,J,~ ~
&,,,,...
-----•
-----..
I

UCF

'4:•

:
00

~

rox HUNT LANES u

CoIoniaI Drive (Hwy 50)

•
•

.

After hours: (305) 422-1111 ·

.

Univcrsit}'

~

•

~
- -

:

.

Vaulted ceilings
• Open, spacious floor plan
•Large master bedroom suite
• Cable TV available
• Sparkling skylights
• Charm1·ng loft
•

•

•

East West Expressway
r

INVESTORS - Foxhunt Lanes is ideally located close to UCF, Westinghouse and the new East Martin Marietta plant Single
units to quadraplexes are available with low-down financing.
•Sale price $53,900, $2700 down. 9.5% percentage rate first year. Note accrual rate indexed to 6-month Treasury bill 12.50%.
APR 14.54%.

Goodman-Payton

associates, inc.

ra

~Al•OR·

•
•
•

•

•
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We Do More
Than Keep The·Books

•

Students view business

AT YOUR LIBRARY
..
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~-1
..ti

. THE HAIR SHOP

•

· ~m;»r~cision Style ·Cut $8.00
_
'

-

FULl SERVICE SALON
_;

~

or.

10509 E. Colonial
:(Winn Dixie Center)
· 'UNr.C>N PARK

WALK-INS WELCOME

282·1700

Dally 9-5 •Thurs. tll a·

•

•

TIRED OF WAITING?

·Gmii{ftll
•

HAS A VERY LOW-COST ALTERNATIVE
Why not check out the low, low prices on our direct access
terminals. For less than the price of a good stereo you can do
your computer project from the comfort of your home, but
then you will have to give up the endless lines, wasted nights
and ruined weekends.- Sacrifices! Sacrifices!
Stop in or caU us now for details.

HOURS: Monday-Friday 9:00-6:00, Saturday 10:00-4:00

17·92 AT MAITLAND BLVD. OVERPASS

645-5522

by Salll Sangulllano
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

UCF offers a course in Organizational Communication that allows students to gain
hands on experience in the business world,
while also teaching them the basic fundamentals in the classroom.
According to Dr. Ed Wycoff,.director of the
organizational communications program at
UCF, Organizatio~ Communication Audit,
as it is formally called, deals with student
analysis of the internal communication
within an organization.
The course, which was first offer~d in t~e
late 1970's requires students to go out into
the Orlando area and examine the various
aspects of communication within a particular
business or organization. "Since the course
has begun," Wycoff notes, "students have
done literally hundreds of organizational
audits, ranging from government groups to
Winter Park High School.
Typically the course, which is taught by
Wycoff, starts out in the cla~sroom where
' students are taught the basic history of
organizational communication, the types of
communication in organizations, and how
this communication can be effectively utilized to achieve goals. About halfway through ·
the semester students are divided into groups
of about five or six, and must select the
organization at which their audit will be
directed. They then must obtain permission
from truit organization t~ observe a typical
business day or week, depending on the project.
Once the students have established the
focus of their audit, they must identify what
type of organization they are dealing with,
what type of management they are observing, what this organization is · trying to

achieve, and finally, what type of management would be most effective in reaching
these goals. It is during this latter phase that
students begin to search for eff~tive
methods of communication.
Through observation of the dfilly routines
within the organization, students analyze
such things as the efficiency of a particular
department's nonverbal communication,
mangement-employee communication, interpersonal communication and a variety of
other communication factors which may be
adding to or detracting from the quality of
the organization's communication.
When the students' observations have been
completed, they are required to compile a formal audit, consisting of their observations as
well as their rating of the effectiveness of the
communication channels of the organization
observed. Students are encouraged to present
possible solutions to problems which · they
observe to be hindering effective communication~
·
Along with the formal written report,
which is made available to the company;
students must present their findings to the . class in a panel discussion. ''One thing we do
stress," says Wycoff, "is confidentiality."
The audits are not discussed outside of the
class, since some companies are competitive - -·
in terms of the communications systems that
they develop. Sometimes ·the systems are a
basis of making money.
, -::/ "'·'
The businesses which the students visit are
in most cases are benefitted by the audits,
and many .times ask the groups to present
their findings to the managers. Many of these
audits are comparable to ones made by profession~! auditing companies hired by
organizations.
Not only are the audits beneficial to the
organizations, but they also provide students
with contacts in the business world.

SUN STATE. FORD MAKES

IT EASY TO DRIVE!
1985

WITH THE PURCHASE· OF ANY NEW
CAR OR TRUCK YOU WILL RECEIVE

FREE:

.
,
:zux
.

'~

SALES &
SERVICE
COME IN TO.DAY
FOR A TES·T DRIVE

APPROVED
AUTO REPAIR
NEW AND USED
CARS AND TRUCKS

5

::

.

. ~ ·· ..:~:

. ··.;

Extended Service Plan

The Ford Extended Service Plan is acontract between you and Ford Motor Company that pro tect s you
against unexpected repair costs on an extensive hst
of majorcom ponents, and lets you drive with peace of
mind.

·24 MONTH
or
24,000 MILE
.M axim·um Coverage Plan
•
•
•
•

. ..

COMPLETE BODY SHOP AND SERVICE DEPARTMENT
RETAIL & WHOLESA~E PARTS DEPARTMENT
AUTO & TRUCK LEASING AND RENTAL
LIFETIME SERVICE DEALER
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Ho11Se-Sit For Your Folks .

• •

ear.n

And help them
while you learn!

SUSSEXP~CE
2 Bed/2 Bath 'lbwnho111e Villas .
Froni Only $48,900!
Instead of throwing away tertairrment, shopping, eIDploym.ent prospects, and main high-·
m.on~y by renting, tell your
parents to inake a sm.art :move ways. A m.odern comritunity of
. . . by purchasing a villa at Sus- spacious, thoughtfully designed
- sex Place! With monthly pay- townhoIDe vi1las, Sussex Place ofments as low as $325*, it's the fers all the amenities you deserve
perfect hedge against inflation. to help you unwind after a long
for your folks, and the perf~ct day at U .C.F.
.
hoIDe for you while
So, while your parWestinghouse
J.~ :r~(~.1 ·y~u're, in school!
ents are investi.Jig in
~
._,. Sussex Place, locat~
~
~o
yo~~fUt~e, tq~M;~ ~
aa
i: 1 ~~0:~ · ·.;~ ed conveniently off m
be ~V.es~,p: ~eh; , ,
aa U.C.F.
c
· ~ :a A.lafaya Trail, is just
own, too. Bllila ho1ne- ~ .
Colonial or.
.· ~utesfromthecaDl
. owner eq~ty for your
.
.. ~ ,·~--·· pus, . and also close to
~
parents wi·t h-R"-C.A.'s
East-We'\
Sl :ssf:X PL.\L'f.
fine restaurants, ensmart IDove to Sussex
·Place.

Q

A

C4

i·-

4·

A

*
CID
>ii

;,

Curry Ford Rd.

w
m

-

OPEN DAILY 10 A.M.
305/281-6393
1/8 Mile East of Alafaya Trail
on Highway 50

Custom Financing Available

* $48,.900 sale price.
. $46,450 mar.gage

amount. Based on 7112% conventional
30-year financing . 13% APR . Interest
rates subject to change without notice .
Full details at Sales Office.

EQUAL HOUSING

OPPORTUNITY
I

'llViac ·n~·qancc :""\feels :l/i;m1;1Liifrt11!
A D1v1s1on of Res1dent1al Commu~;ties of America

..

•

•
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7 ANDS

TAKE ABITE OUT OF

•
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ClllME

C 1981 The Advertls!ng Council, Inc.

A message from I.he
Crime Preven Uon Coe.!JUo n ,
thl8 publication a.nd The Ad CouncU.

Headlines To Order
PERSONALIZED Headlines
Printed To Order
We Make any Idea
Occasion or Achievement
Front Page News
Headlined on
Full Size News Print
Births, Birthdays, Engagements, Weddings,
Anniversaries & Gags,
Announcements, Awards & Achievements.
Great for Gags or Jnstead of Greeting Cards.
WE MAIL ANYWHERE IN THE USA
2 Lines (40 Letters) 5.95
3 Lines (80 Letters) 8.95
Orders Accepted & Filled in 15 min. At
Sanford Flea World. Booth G25

FROM PAGE 1
state constitution should be a flexible instrument free from statutory detail and second,
they support adequate appropriations for
capital outlay needs of the · state's public
schools.
Amendment No. 8: Public Education
Capital Outlay Bonds, will appear on the
ballot in the following form, Amending Article XII, Section 9. Proposing an amendment
to the State Constitution to provide for the
levy on gross receipts pursuant to Chapter
203, Florida Statutes, as provided by law to
authorize the continuation of the funding of
public education capital outlay bonds for the
construction of public school, vocational
education, community college, School for the
Deaf. and Blind, and university buildings.
This amendment was made necessary by
recent federal government rulings
deregulating the telephone industry. The recent deregulation of the telephone industry
created a situation where the language of the
Florida Statutes no longer adequately
described the actual organization,
technology, and activity of the telecommunications industry and left some doubt as
to the collectability of the gross receipts tax
on some telecommunications services.
Previously, the tax on gross receipts was
used for public -education. The money came
from American Telephone and Telegraph.
With the deregulation of the telephone com-

pany it seems that not all of the smaller
telecommunications companies are being tax- ·
ed while AT and T continues to be. If passed
this amendment would have a tremendous
impact on the amount of money collected
from the tax and applied to the public educa·
tion system.
According to the Florida Voter proponents
of the amendment feel that it is technical fu
nature. Without it school construction funds
could be reduced. 'It will help meet construction needs based on growth of school popula·
tion and changes in educational programs.
They also stated that the opponents feel that
it could eventually result in higher utility
bills. If gross receipts taxes are eventually
raised they will be passed on to consumers as
a hidden consumer tax.
University President Trevor Colbourn is a
strong proponent of both amendments, urg:ing that the passage or failure of the amendments could make or break the UCF's future
growth.
UCF Student Body President John Sowinski expressed his desire for the passage of
both amendments. He feels that they are
both crucial to UCF and it's further expansion. "Much of the nice, lower rent housing
available to students off campus now will
soon be taken by employees of MarinMarietta, Westinghouse, and the Research
Park. There will be more competition for
space and the apartments will be more expensive. It is crucial that UCF provide more on
campus housing· for students."

CATS
FROM PAGE 1

•

Re-elect ·
Representative

Tom Drage
Florid·a .House-District 36
Republican
Qualified.
- Native Floridian
- Member, Florida Bar
- Four years, Florida House of Representatives
.
- Actively served on: • Finance and Taxation Committee • Education Committee •Juvenile tlustice
Committee (Select) • Jud iciary Committee - Republican Cha irman
·

Responsive
-

Co-sponsored legislation provid ing for Winter Park Sinkhole Relief
Worked to acquire funds for clean up ·of "City Industries toxic waste site " in Goldenrod
Supported Water Quality Act of 1983
·
Co-sponsored legislation significantly strengthening Florida's Juvenile Justice System

A former student senator
wrote a resolution in July to
rid the UCF campus of the
stray cats. Alan Taylor said
he wrote the resolution during
a rabies outbreak in Central
Florida. The resolution failed.
Taylor . said he taiked to
Humane Society officials
about the proje_ct. His plan
was to have the cats removed
and kept at an animal shelter
until they were adopted. Student Government would have
paid the costs for the food and
shelter had. the resolution
passed.
But the idea was not very
practical, Taylor said. About
90 percent of the people
Taylor interviewed said they
would not adopt a stray cat as
a pet. ''They probably
wouldn't make very . good
pets," he said.
' Taylor also saidl the
Humane Society coulc!i not
guarantee the animals would
be provided for until adopted.
The cats' histories would not
make them good candidates
(or adoption, according to
Royer. If the animals are not
adopted within . a certain
amount of time, they are
destr,oyed.
Taylor said he does not
think Student Government is
working on the problem ·now.
But after the sickly raccoon
was spotted on campus, new
legislation may be introduced
concerning the cats, he said.

!

Effective
·_
-

Sponsored Motor Vehicle Warranty Enforcement Act, "The Lemon Law· ·
Sponsored legislation which reinstated tax exemption treatment for qualified youth organ izations
1981-1982 Florida Conservative Union Award
·
1984 Chairman, Orange County Legislative Delegation
Paid Pol1t1cal Advu rt1su111en t

~~If you never

VOTE For Concerned Conservative Leader~h~p

-·

VOTE for TOM DRAGE November 6 ·

heard of VISTA,
its because you
never needed
VISTA''-Jamer. Earl]ones
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CREIG
EWING
Recruiting Central: Careful
readers will remember that a few
weeks back this columnist suggested
that UCF should recruit a highprofile movie star like Princeton's
Brooke Shields or Yale's Jodie
Foster to bring some attention to
UCF. If I can amend that just a bit,
any well-known person will do. We
already lost the chance to get tennis
star Andrea Jaeger, who is attending Sante Fe Community College
near Gainesville of all places. Let's
not blow our chance to one-up all the
Ivy League schools. Former president Jimmy Carter's daughter,
Amy, is a senior honor student at an
Atlanta boarding school. She is considering attending "an East coast
school or a Southern university."
Let's sign her up before she decides
to go to Valencia.
Monkey Business: The controversy surrounding Baby Fae, the two
week ·old girl who had a baboon
heart implanted in her chest, shows
how silly people can be. Sure, grill
the doctors over whether steps could
have been taken to save her life, but
why bemoan the loss of a baboon?
Animals are killed for far less important reasons than lengthening a
girl's life. And why is she considered
by some the victim of ''ghoulish
tinkering?" Barney Clark lived.for
112 days with a plastic heart and
was a hero. No one was carrying
. signs reading, "Save Plastic for
Credit Cards." Plastic is more accepted in our society than baboons.
Too bad . .
Coach Search II: Central Florida
(the area) is a haven for out-of-work
football coaches. Central Florida (the
school) could save money in its
search for a head coach:
1. By splitting the cost of expensive want ads with the Florida
Gators and the .USFL Orlando
Renegades.
2. By only interviewing coaches
that come to town to interview,for
the Renegades and letting the
Renegades pick up the tab for air
fare.
3. By deleting the interim from
Jerry Anderson's title.
· Get a job: Kevin Dickey wrote The
Future that he is upset with the way
the College Republicans, who set up
a table during UCF' s mock election
and shouted "vote for Reagan" and
''Quartel for Congress.'' Students
apparently succumbed to the jeer
pressure. Eighty-three percent voted
for Reagan and 55 percent picked
Quartel over Bill Nelson for Congress. Mr. Dickey's right. College
Republicans should be issued
muzzles.
The Orlando Sentinel reported
that UCF is having trouble keeping
employees (not to mention football
coaches). They are quitting to take
jobs at much higher salaries in the
private sector. What happened to
loyalty? Pride? University spirit?
What am I talking about? I only
make $7.50 a week.

,.....,.,~:::-..
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RICHARD
TRUETT
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Warning: For those who have intense religious feelings, you better
not read this.

~mendment

passage .cruc.ial

Obscured by the national level elections taking place this
coming Tuesday, are proposed state constitµtional amendments seven and eight. But it is these two amendments
which may determine the very fate of this university.
These two amendments will directly benefit this university if they -pass in the form of bond issues for buildings,
especially dormitories, and direct funding for education.
Therefore it is essential that every student on this campus
be aware of these two amendments, exactly what they can do
for UCF, and the potential ramifications should they fail to
pass.
Amendment Seven could, if passed, effectively alleviate
most of ·UCF's residence hall problems. This amendment
would allow the state to issue bonds to fund building projects. Presently, the state cannot do so and pay off the bonds
with revenues raised from taxes or revenue raised through
rent from these buildings. Therefore issuing bonds is hardly
feasible for the state under the circumstances. However if
the amendment was to pass the state could do this, and
relieve UCF's absurd dorm situation.
·
Amendment Eight would simply provide more money for
public education through thorough taxing of the now wide
open telecommunications industry.
In both cases, no individual taxpayers will suffer, nor will
the state have to initiate any extra. Essentially, both amendments mean more gravy f.or the- state university system to
draw from. The lack of these extra funds the -sus asserts to
be the major problem in allocating funds to solve many of
the problems at UCF. That question, in and of itself, is
debatable, but these two amendments could at least narrow
the number of excuses that the Board of Regents can use to
deny UCF funds.
For those who refuse to go to the polls for any political reasons, here is something that you might find important.
These two amendments provide us with the opportunity to
do something for ourselves, and an opportunity to solve
some of the problems we so often gripe about.·
We can initiate our own, simple solution by casting a vote.
Get out and vote.
Mike Rhodes
Editor in Chief
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Indira G handi, leader of the
world's largest democracy has been
assasinated--n ot for political, but
for religious reasons. She was killed
in the name of religion.
One religious sect in India-the
Sikhs-apparently did not care for
Ghandi's rule and two of her
"bodyguards" riddled her with
bullets in the name of God.
When the U.S. Embassy in Beirut
was bombed just over a year ago,
that was in the name of religion too.
Events like these lead me toquestion the sanity of so-called leaders
like Khomeni, who urge their
followers to kill and kill as many of
their enemies as they can; leaders
who tell their followers that even if
they die it will be a great honor and
a sure ticket to heaven. What is the
difference between the Rev. Jim
Jones and the lunatics responsible
for Ghandi being gunned down?
There is no telling what is going
to happen in India now; undoubtedly
there will be a huge power vacuum.
Perhaps Americans just cannot
understand Eastern culture. How
many of us will flip through the
paper, see that Ghandi was killed,
remark to ourselves 'oh that's too
bad' and glide through our daily
routine secure in the knowledge that
something like this could not happen
here?
Religion to me has always been intensly personal-between myself and
the creator, assuming there is one.
At this point in my life I do not
know. But what I do know is this: I
do not have any use for religious
zealots banging on my door trying
to save iny soul or polluting my life
with their trashy propaganda.

.
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The useless ·killings of Anwar
Sadat, Indira Ghandi, and .the U.S.
Marines in Lebanon, as well as the
attempts on the Pope and Margaret
Thatcher keep dragging the human
race down to the level of barbarians.
Why can't religion be a personal
thing for all peoples of the world? I
cannot help but wonder at the
reasoning behind these senseless
killings. Do the people who actually
· pull the trigger really believe in the
heart that they are doing a good and
religious thing, that they are pleasing God by killing.
One can only wonder when will all
this end. When is the human race
going to rise above this assanine
behaviour? The sooner religion
becomes strictly a personal thing
between one and his creator, and as
soon as religious zealots learn to
govern their passions and worry
about their own concerns, is when
religious terrorism will end.

-
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D Student frustrations

I

Editor:
UCF, I hold you accountable; are you a school of
higher education or a place of big business?
I am a person, one who pays tuition, purchases
books and is subject to an organized schedule that
is convenient first to the administration, second to
the teachers, and third to the student/consumer.
For some reason I thought there would be more of a
support system to encourage learning. I have me
teachers who don't teach, they only cost me time,
~ -money, and a part of my degree. Some teachers
give as little as possible to the student. It makes ·
me question who these people serve. There are
other teachers who in passing conversations express a helplessness, a feeling of having one hand
tied behind their back. It makes me wonder, who
tied their hand?

LETTERS

-r·.

USA.

During the time I have attended school here the
parking has always been an after thought for those
persons who have "D" decals. This year I decided
of you can't beat them, join them; so I accepted my
fate and found a spot out by the lake on the turf.
After crossing the road successfully, for there
isn't a crosswalk, I proceeded through 20 feet of
sugar sand to finally reach the beginning of the incomplete sidewalk. I asked the person in charge
about the possibility of finishing the sidewalk and
recieved the standard answer, "I'll look into it."
Well, as some us students/consumers know, there
is still no sidewalk or crosswalk; the only new addition I see in that area is a regular patrol on a bicycle
giving out parking tickets. It appears that UCF

doesn't mind collecting their money they feel is due
them, so I ask, why don't you treat the
student/consumer with the same respect?
UCF, have you held students grant money for
over two months? I have made some inquiries and
recieved a number of different conflictmg reasons
for the delay. I heard "there isn't any money;" I
found out there is money. I was told Tallahassee
was the problem; I found out Tallahassee has
nothing to do with it. Who knows what's happening?
One ca_!l expect to lose some Constitutional
rights when becoming part of a bureaucracy, but
when I was shrugged of with the reply, "we'll mail
it to you,'' similar to don't call us, we'll call you, I
felt stripped of my natural :rights.
It appears to me that the prevailing attitude is
that the less you, UCF, have to do with me, the
student/consumer, the better. I want to say
"thanks" to UCFG, but then, who's UCF?
Cherie Voss
Sociology

We bleed black and gold.

Florida's best collegiate newspaper

AMERICA'S -PROPHECY
CRUSADE
Aloma Ave.

CRUSADE
AUDITORIUM

University Blvd.

ORLANDO, FL

SATURDAY, NOV. 3
7:30 P.M.
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Dear Fellow Christians·:

R

Colonial

f
Undefhill Rd.
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I challenge you! To prove from the Bible
that Sunday is the Lord's Day.
$1000.00 guaranteed to anyone who can!
Come and hear why millions of sincere
Christians worship on the wrong day and break
one of God's commandments.

il
i

I·

If you are really seeking fo,r truth.
Please come.

J

These. meetings are for the general public and you are cordially Invited

I

Thank You
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Classified
for sale

ro0mmate

House In College Park by owner. 2
bd/1 bth. Assumable mort. at
11.5%. Call ·422-6609 eves,
weekends, or 6:30-7:30.

Roommate, female, non-smoker.
$150/mo. plus $150 security. 2
bd./2 bth. Foxhunt La.nes .
351-5656.

NOVEMBER 2, 1984

FAST PROFESSIONAL lYPING

help wanted

services

A ABLE lYPING SERVICE

Men's Schwinn 1O spd. bicycle.
Good condition. Must sell. $85.
678-3334.
1971 VW Bug. Very good condition. S1200: Please call 657-9502.
Is it true you can buy jeeps for $44
through the U.S. government? Get
the
facts
today!
Call
1-312-742-1142 ext.689. ·
1979 Piaggio Vespa motorscooter,
125cc, helmet, and car carrying
rack included. Call 281 -8489.
$450.
Toyota station wagon. '76 Corolla,
blue, automatic, air, excellent
condition, 51700. Call 422-6609
eves, weekends, or 6:30-7 :30 a.m.

for rent
Five mlles from UCF. Gorgeous two
bedroom, two bath. Low security,
$450/mo. Call Lanita. Salmakers
Inc. Realtor 282-1051.
Furnished rm. w/all utils. M or F.
Non-smoker. 5250/mo. plus $50
dep. East or Tusk. 671-6355.
· Furnished, spacious 2 bd. 2 bth.
across from UCF:. Central air and
heat. 2-3 people $400. 4 people
$425. 273-0768. No pets.
Furnished apartment. 1 bedroom.
Across from UCF. $300. No pets.
273-0768.
1ownhouse-Casa

Pk. Villa
Tuscawilla. Spacious 2 bdrm., 2 1/2
bath all appliances including
washer/dryer, Poolside and sauna,
Jacuzzi, tenn is. $495 . Call
843-3850.

Female to share with same. 2
bedroom/1 1/2 bath apt. in Winter
Park. Own room with l /2 bath.
5210 plus utilities. '89-0971.
Roommate wanted to share 3

: bed. 2 bath. home in Winter Park.
$235/mo. plus util. Day 660-1984.
Ask for Martha.
Female roommate wanted to
share furnished 3 br. townhouse
w/washer and dryer. $175/mo. plus
1/3 util. 644-3763.
Roommate(s) neededf to share
duplex 1/2 mile from campus. Rent
$225 per month, plus 1/2 utilities.
Deposit required. Available 12/15.
Call 281-8489.
Roommate wanted-2 bdrm/2 1/2
bath. New furnished Tuscawilla
condo. Washer, dryer, microwave,
and more. $'25/mo. plus 1/2
utilities. 365-9175.
Female roommate to share 3
bedroom condo with· 2 other
females. Completely furnished including ·washer/dryer. $250 a
month inc/all utilities. Call Brenda
at 282-7689.
MID-SEMESTER ROOMMATE wanted
male 1o share house in quiet
Winter Park area near UCF and all
·conveniences. Kitchen, washer,
dryer, private bath, study, dining.
$60/week, .1/2 utilities, depcsit.
Call John C. 420-3891 or
671-0049.

. typists
EXPERT lYPING. 26 yrs. exp. Full
time. Term papers, manuscript,
theses, reports, resumes, etc. Correction of spelling, grammar,
punc., and editing Included.
Reasonable. Call Bea, 678-1386.

Guaranteed 100% Accuracy.
Computer Corrected Spelling.
Term Papers, Theses, Dissertations,
Research Papers, Resumes, and
Cover Letters. All work prepared
on Word Processors for error free
neatness.
We
use
IBM
Displaywriters and A B Dick Magna
SL word processors. We have 14
. employees for fast service. All
work done on quality printers, not
dot-matrix. Over night and same
day service available.
CALL 657-0079 or 671-3007.
TYPING·WORD PROCESSING
Quality print, proofed and edited.
Two Locations.
CALL 629·5480 or 365·4863
lYPING-Prof. styled work. WORD
PROCESSOR. moderate rates, fast.
Call Susanne 277-485 7.

Professional Typist. Experienced in
all work incl. medical and legal.
UCF empl. l mi. north. Marti
365-6874.
QWERTY INK, LTD
A word processing service for fast,
accurate, professional typing of
term papers, reports, thesis,
resumes. Multi-print sizes, styles.
Spelling checker. Pick-up and
delivery.
Call after 6 p.m. 788·9097

WORDMASTERS
"The overnight cure for the term
paper blues"

We can help you get your work
out
ACCURATELY
and
ON TIME
Rates:
Sl .SO/page-regular
(The best you'll find)
$2.50/poge-overnight
Both rates includeGRAMMAR
SPELLING AND PUNCTUATION
CORRECTIONS, also a free title
page
and a repcrt cover.

other
Stop dreaming! You can work In
motion
pictures.
Call
805-687-6000 ext. 4628.

RESUMES
Deslgned{Typed-65 7-00 79.

Silk flowers and weddings and all
occasions. Reasonable prices.
Call Ann or Mary 275-3869.

Work per your schedules. No car,
r.:io selling. Call 275-6593 fqr Interview.

SKI FOR LESS! Sunchase Tours
winter "Break From the Books" to
Steamboat for a week from $144.
Hurry! Call Sunchase Tours toll free
for
more
information,
1-800-321-5911, within Colorado
1-800-621-8385 ext. 302, local
303-493-6703 or contact a Sunchase Campus Representative or
your local travel agency, today!

JANUS CAREER SERVICE
Individualized Job counseling
tailored to your needs. We will
prepare marketing strategy to Include resume prepotatlon, interview techniques, arranging aPpointments and salary negotiation. Invest in yourself-Invest in
your future. For appt. contact: Jan
Leach or George Fencl at
628-1090.
Part time bartendirig positions
available. Eve and weekends. Call
Robin 275 -6438 no exp.
necessary.
Are you dependabel and
trustworthy? Then, if you are willing
to work hard and are not afraid of
a little sweat, we want to talk to
you . We need a few good
housecleaners. Flexible ho1,1rs,
good pay, full training. Call
678-7244 for an interview.
Artist/salesgirl needed for giftshop.
Must be outgoing, creative and
work well w/people. Apply in person at From the Heart In Colonial
Plaza Mall.

ABORTION SERVICES-FREE NITROUS
Free pregnancy test, low cost birth
control. Confidential, private.
Woman owned-a special aPproach to health care. 1240
Hillcrest off Mills and Colonial.
422-0606 or long distance call
free 1-800-432-8517.

Receptionist wanted for new
homes .sales office. Some typing
required. Must be available now.
Call 281-6393 after 10 a.m.

Prof.
typing / t.ranslatlons
(Eng.-Spon.) 20 yrs. exp. Foreign
elements typewriter. Fast, quality
work. Call Annie 282-2161.

Help needed for home cleaning
service. Flexible hours and good
starting pay. Must have car and
phone. Call 671-7~3.

Spanky

CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER
Free pregnancy test. Confidential.
lndivldual councellng. In Ori., 827
Menendez Court, just off Gore, 2
blocks west of Humana/Lucerne
Hosp. Dally/Sat. a.m . Ca ll
425-8989.

Drivers, movers and sales positions
available for port time. Contact
Jerry Hart 678-9865.

WORDMASTERS

277·3980 (CALL 24 HOURS)

ABORTION SERVICES, birth c ontrol
Information, pregnancy tests and
counceling. VD screening, low
cost, confidential services.
Central Florida Women's
Health Organization
1700 W. Colonial Drive, Orlando
898-0921

FLORIDA JOB OPPORTUNITIES
300 of Florida's largest employers
Employment Directory tells who,
where, and how to apply, plus
specific job openings available in
UCF bookstore.

THE FRAME FACTORY of Winter
Park is looking for 1 or 2_energetlc
persons to fill port time openings.
Responsibilities include working
with customers, use of hand and
power tools or other duties. Retail
exp. helpful. 2063 Aloma Ave.
678-6240.

FREE PICKUP-FREE DELIVERY
Typing-Word Processing-Fast Service. Accurate and dependable
at reasonable rates. Close to
campus. Call Cindy at 365-4863 or
657-2733.

GOVERNMENT JOBS.
$16,559-$50,553/yr.
Call
805-687-6000 ext. R-1000.

by Carl McKnight
EXC-U6£. ME ...
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teisure
Spotlight
The 20th Annua l Florida State Air Fair will be held
Sat. Nov., 3 and Sun., Nov. 4 at the Kissimmee
Municipa l Airpo rt. The show will include the U.S.
Navy Blue Angels, the Eagles, the U.S. Army
Parachute Tearn, and Hollywood stunt p ilot Art
Scholl. Tickets are: $7 at the gate, students $5.
Children under 12 free with adult. Advance tickets
are S2 cheaper and available at BASS and SelectA-Seat outlets, most Central Florida. Sun Banks and
North Carolina National banks.
The "Light Up Orlando" street festival is scheduled for tonight. The street festival will involve a
quarter of a million lights and six blocks of Orange
Ave. in downtown Orlando. Artists will be providing
free entertainment from 6 to 11 p.m. at the Wall
Street Plaza and will also be taking the time to
stroll thrqugh the streets of downtown Orlando.

NOVEMBER 2, l 984j
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Cheek to Cheek (644-2060)- At the Villa Nova.
839 N. Orange Ave., Winter Park. The Count Basie
Orchestra will perform Nov. 5 at 8 and 10:30 p.m.
tickets are S15.
Cheyenne Saloon and Opera House (422-2434)Church Street Station, Downtown Orlando. Open
nightly with house band and The Cheyenne
Stampede.
JJ. Whispers (629-4779) 904 Lee Road is open
nightly. Benny Carter will be presented by the Central Florida Jazz Society on Nov. 4 at 1 p.m. Tickets
are $7 at the door. The Whispers showroom
features The Starz Band from 9 p.m. TuesdaysSaturdays. Video ballroom in Shouts open from 9
p.m. Wednesdays-Saturdays.

\

Off The Wall (851-3<i
- 4893 South Orange
Blossom Trail. European \ .deo multiplex. Opens at
\ '· 8 p.m. Monday-Saturdays. T.G.l.F. party 4 p.m. Fri.·day.
1

.

Park Ave. (629-1110)- 4315 North Orange Blossom
Trail, Orlando. Contemporary music Tuesday,
Thursday-Saturday. Spit Monday and Wednesday.
Point After Lounge (273-9600)-11599 East Colonial Drive. Open nightly with m~sic, Mondays-·
Saturdays.
Rosie O'Grady's Goodtime Emporium (422-2434)
129 West Church Street, downtown Orlando. Shows
are nightly at 7:30, 9:30, and 11:45. Features Dixieland music by the Goodtime Jazz Band.

-Movies

Bugs: Things that go
crunch in the night
by Diana Hope
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

Altamonte Mall (834-3334)- THE RAZOR'S EDGE and
TEACHERS
Fashion Square (896-2571)- A SOLDIER'S STORY,
BODY DOUBLE, THE RAZOR'S EDGE, THE LITTLE DRUMMER GIRL, AMERICAN DREAMER, and BODY ·ROCK.
Interstate 6 (831-3050) BODY DOUBLE, PLACES IN
THE HEART, THE LITTLE DRUMMER GIRL, THIEF OF
HEARTS, ALL OF ME, and COUNTRY.
Parkwood Plaza (293-4753)- TEACHERS, TERROR IN
THE AISLES
Plitt Theatre (894-9382)-JIGSAW MAN, NOTORIOUS,
THE BIG MEAT EATERS, GORKY PARK, OXFORD BLUES,
THE BIG CHILL, DARK CIRCLE, CORRUPT, THIRTY NINE
STEPS.
I

compiled by Suanne Boehm

Everyone is familiar with our friend in the
bug world, Mr. Cockroach. This subject may
be sensitive for residents in The Haystacks or
those whose best friends are cockroaches.
Around the world, the word cockroach
alludes to disgust, revulsion, loathing and
just plain dislike; except in The Haystacks
and some small primitive tribes who consider
cockroaches a delicious, nutritious meal.
Unfortunately, we just can't ignore them,
and hope they will go away. One of the worst
ways to combat these dreadful creatures is
with a can of Raid.' It always seems that they
roll over, squirm, kick their feet in the air,
and then after a few minutes go on their
way-much like a junkie who has just
snorted a pound of C<.'"Sl1n'3! I do get a morbid
sense of satisfaction though, while am-

bushing these multi-legged creatures with a
heavy dose of Raid as they traverse the boundaries of my kitchen floor.
My mother always uses a device called The
Roach Motel; you know "they check in but
they don't check out." If these "motels" are
anything like the ones on South Orange
Blossom Trail, I wonder what really goes on
in there. Do Roach Motels have mirrored ceilings and water beds? I can never get used to
the noise the Roach Motel makes as the carcasses of deceased roaches slide from side to
side on the journey to the trash can.
It is time to face the cold, hard facts: There
is no permanent form of roach removal; in
. fact, scholars and scientists predict that
cockroaches will be the only survivors of a
nuclear holocaust. Can you imagine what will
happen to cockroaches if they are ever exposSEE BUGS, PAGE 14
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'Country' chronicles plight

-J/:lii-EPOSll
FOR 20 MIWON PEOPLE, IT'S MONEY IN THE BANK.
r.l!t Sign up wherever you hove a checking or savings account.

by Suanne Boehm
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

-Touchstone Films, Walt
Disney's new film company,
has been making an 'effort to
attract more teenagers and
adults back to a Disney film
product. Splash was their
first major success and now
Country may be the next.
Country is about a farming
family. Jewell (Jessica Lange)
and Gil Ivey (Sam Shepard)
live an uncomplicated life on a
farm that has been in Jewell's
family for over one hundred
years. Although they have
problems keeping the farm
profitable, they stick true to
their roots and to their way of
life that they love.
But the rough times never
ended. When the Iveys can't
get their land to turn a profit,
the government decides to
foreclose on the farm. Country goes on to show how the
I veys fight not only to keep
their land and home, but to.
keep their way of life as well.
Country looks at a real life
situation that affects many
farmers today. This film
covers the subject well
because it doesn't spread

itself over a large number of
families; Country focuses only on one family. Though we
see one or two families go
through similar events as the
Ivey' s, this is done to show
that the I veys are not alone in
the situation, but the main
focus is always on the I veys.
The lifestyles and situations depicted -in Country are
unfamiliar to most of us who
have not lived on a real working farm. The film brings us
into a certain kind of
closeness with the family.
Unlike other films, Country
lets us get close enough to the
characters to actually care
about them.
Richard Pearce directed the
film beautifully; he handles
the main action well but what
really stands out is his eye for
small details. It is this that
makes the family so
believable.
Cinematographer David M.
Wal sh makes America's
farmlands look like a heaven
on earth. Emphasis on colorful skies against endless
wheatfields, a peaceful far-
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some of the visual effects
Walsh
has
skillfully

Live DJ for Parties
Book. Now .for Hqlidays

photographed.

The cast was well selected.
Shepard does well as the simple but proud farmer watching his world just slip
away. Therese Graham and
Levi L. Knebel are an effective team as the Ivey~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
children. Knebel shines particularly in the last part of the
movie in a confrontation
Coming, Coming, Coming to chill your hearts
scene with Shepard.
Wilford Brimley co-stars as
and freeze your blood.
Jewell's father, a tough but
lovable man , who helps his
daughter and son-in-law work
the land. This sweet~tough
. combination is great to
watch, but unfortunately
Brimley is not given as much
Presented by the University Theatre
screen time as he should be.

REASONABLE

282·4499

DRACULA
A Cabaret Melodrama

The script flows nicely
throughout the movie,
although the ending was a little weak. Despite the ending,
I would recommend Country-the abundance of quality
work in Country more than
makes up for it.

There is help for business
at Florida libraries.

Nov. 3 at_8:00 p.m.

For reservations call 275-2862

..

Limited seating. Make your reservations early
and avoid the crush!
General Admission: $7. 00
UCF Students: $2.50 (for refreshments; ad·
mission is free with UCF I.D.)
Includes one serving of snacks and wine or · *
soft drinks, cash refreshment service available.

•

\

"

nowshoE

"

•

Dec; 31-Jan.5
Trip _Includes:
Tran.s portation to and from Snowshoe
4 full days of skiing on 27 slopes
Lodging in 3 bedroom condominiums,
complete with kitchen, washer/dryer
and fireplace
Special 'Ski Lite' surfer shirt, hat and
hugger, and many other surprises
Plus discounts at local shops and ·..;iubs,
and both on-slope and apres' ski
activities

•

•

•

Deposits taken daily between
11-2 in SC 215.
-Don't· miss the kickoff
Whi~pers on Wed., NOv.~ 7 .

party
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Terri Garr turns to drama in 'Firstborn'

•

by Beth Carran
STAFF WRITER

For most of her career, Teri
Garr has had lovable,
laughable nice-girl type roles,
like Tootsie and Mr. Mom. In
the new movie Firstborn,
Garr.gets to stretch a little by
playing a dramatic role-and
she does it with panache.
Garr gives a moving, absorbing portayal of Wendy Livingston, a divo.r:ced mother
struggling to raise two sqns,
to prevent those sons from
killing each other and dealing
with her own feelings of rejec. tion when her ex-husband
remarries.
Hurt and alone, Livingston
latches onto the seemingly
simple and straightforward
Sam, played by Peter Weller.
Livingston's friends and her
sons sense a sort of instinctive eeriness about Sam.
Jake, the firstborn son, is
portrayed very competently
and
believably
by
Christopher Collet, who · is

You don't
like the

•

sha~

America's
in.
O.K.
Change it.

bound to be in many more pictures in the near future. Jake
and his younger brother,
played by Corey Haim find
themselves uniting against
the evil that has invaded their ·
lives.
Both boys begin to have
serious problems at school
and in their social lives; in
helpless frustration, they
watch their lives slowly
disintegrate. Their mother,
drawn deeper and deeper in
the world of drugs and
violence, cannot see what is
happening to herself and her
family. She becomes more
helpless than her children; ~he
is totally unaware of the
nightmare her children's
world has turned into.
There remains one ray of
hope for the boys-they move
· in with their. dad, but that
doesn't work out either.
Finally, Jake takes it upon
himself to bring the situation
Terri Garr stretches out a ·bit in playing Wendy Livingston, who gets involved with drugs,
to a climax; it is a win or lose deals, and violence.
situation in which the bc;>y
becomes a man.

I

You can you know, m

VISTA. VISTA needs volunteers in seajce to America.
There's a lot to be done.
There's a lot you ccn do. And
while you're doing so much
for someone else you'll be
doing a lot for yourself. In
VISTA. VISTA. It's the
shape of things to come for
America. Be part of it. Be
part of VISTA. Call toll free:
800-424~8580.

IN 1%0, THE PILL GAVE
WOMEN ANEW FREEDOM.
IN 1984,THE SIDNGE GIVES
WOMEN A NEW CHOICE.
.....
}t
t~

..

~kfK<

~

ATTENTION .

ALL

CROOKS
You just went out of business. Because millions
of people are having
their government payments sent straight to
their personal savings
or checking account.

·.- .:;

lt'sbeenalongtimeTwenty-fouryears,

•

·. ·........., ..<···

The Sponge is easy to use. You just moisten it thoroughly with
wcner and insert it like a tampon, and it works for a full 24 hours.
With The Sponge, you don't have to worry about hormonal side effects.
And no other non-prescription vaginal contraceptive has b~en proven more L'ffccti\'e:·, It's been through ·even years of extensive testing, and over 17 million
Sponges ha\'e hccn sold.
Of course, you don't need a prescription for The Sponge. It can be found
at your local drug store and at selected supermarkets. In the 3-pack or convenient
12-pack.
And the Today Sponge is the only contraceptive that comes with someone
to rnlk to: our 24-hour TcJday TalkLine. If you have any questions, or you're just
w<:ndcring if The Sponge is righrfor you, visit your student health center or give
us a call at 800-22 3-2329. !In California, 800-222-2329.)
Fin;illy, you hzin' the spontaneity you want and the protection you need. But,
hest of al_Lyou have another choice you never had before. -'::·::Ji!fl1:~:. ,.~/''::' ·

Until Tcxfoy.

" · ,. · .-: . . t

-.:'{"

U.S. TREASURY
DIRECT D ~OSIT.
You know your money's
safe and sound.

Not .excuses<t
Excuses help no one
Especially the d1sadvan: ·
taged But ]Obsaregood
loreveryone Including you
So hire someone who's
never been given a chance
Your local Private lndustrv
Council. aided by the
National Alliance of
Business. can help Call
toll-free 800-424-5404.

•

•

VISTA

A PutllC SeMCe of
Ths Newspaper &
The Advert1S1ng Council

..

*ClmKal r~'ts h;l\'l' 1111KIUL!t-J rh.H WPlll<'ll <'·111. <'XP~'<'t an :1nnu.1l l'tf1•(t1\·~· 11"'' r.Ht· 11( ~N - 'JJ".. ri' th~·y u ....· rh" T. Jay Sr<1ng<' c 11 nM~ll'nrly
.mJ •hxurJmg r1• lah.. I 111'tru,·1111n' c )'), i \Lt C... 1rp T. ..l.1,· .111d Th1: :-iri1ngt· .m· rr.1d1·marb 111 VU C •rr
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DON'T TRADE
THAT CAR!
Let the experts make-your car
run like new again!

. MOTORS
TRANSMISSIONS
Repaired • Overhauled • Rebuilt

AUTO·REBUILDERS

422·2222

Free Towing - Easy Credit

. UCF DISCOUNT

BUILD YOUR.SKILLS TO BOOST YOUR SCORE!
Jennifer Macht.:il/Mure

PREPARE FOR:

LSAT

Linda Hall of Record Bar congratulates Dave Ousley. Dave scored best on The Future's
Rock Trivia Quiz which more than l 00 people entered, and won l 0 brand new albums from
Record Bar.
.

Class Start Now!

Trivia Quiz answers

• TEST-N -TAPE® LIBRARY
• REINFORCEMENT TEST
• HOMESTUDY PACKET

PHONE 678·8400

by Richard Truett
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

STUDENT NOTICE
Just fo'r fun and money"
Auditions are now being held for the
wildest LIP-SYNC contest in Central
Florida
Competition will be held at Off The
Wall .video disco night club.
Could you be a "Boy George" 1
"Madonna", "Twisted Sister", "The Go
Go's" or.. :·wnlie Nelson"!?!
11

Call for audition at 851·3962 between
10 a.m. and 3 p.m. daily.
Its fun and "B·i g Bucks"
$1500 Ca~h and prizes
Don't be left out.
' You could be a ...

Here are the answers to the
Bar
Trivia Quiz.
(1)
Gerry and the Pacemakers
(2) Mic'k Jagger/Keith
Richard
(3) "Come and Get It"
(4) White Whale Records
(5) Bobby .Fuller Four
(6) Cannibalism
(7) Candy, Caveman, Give My
Regards To Broadstreet, and
at least 4 others
(8) "Give Peace A Chance"
(9) "Woman"
·
(10) Wonderwall
l 984Future/Record

Send now
fortheonly
book on crime
ever written
by a dog!

(11) Thoreau's Walden
(12) Mick Jagger/Keith
Richard
(13) "This Diamond Ring,"
"Count Me In" and five
others
(14) Elton John
(15) The Doors
(16) ,·, Papa Was A Rollin'
Stone"
(17) Fee Waybill
(18) "Let My Love Open The
Door"
(19) The Turtles
(20) David Bowie
(21) "Me and Bobby McGee"
sung by Janis Joplin
(22) F. Scott Fitzgerald
(23) Lome Greene
(24) Steamroller or Tractor
(25) Jim Morrison

(26) Buzzcocks
(27) Nancy Spungen
(28) German
(29) Stuart Goddard
(30) If we slept together
(31) Rock Steady Crew
(32) Generation X
(33) San Francisco
(34) New Romantic or Blitz
(35) Depeche Mode
(36) Ska
(37) Ultravox
(38) This question was thrown
·
out!!
(39) Dave "The Edge" Evans
(40) "Back In The U.S.S.R."
(41) The Red Bank Rocker~
(42) "Cruel To Be Kind"
(43) Alber't o Vargas
(44). Culture Club
(45) The Buggles

A telephone number, that is. 'Cause ifyou're at work when
the children come home from school, they
should know how to reaeh you.
Have 'em check in with a neighbor,
too. They'll feel better.
.And so will you.
For more information
write me, McGruff the
Crime Dog. (That's my mug Mcorutr.~
on the right. Hand.Some,
the Crime Dog
~uh?) Crime Pr~vention
Coalition, Dept. A,
Box 6600, Rockville, Md.
20850.

MANAGER TRAINEE
Growing national company is
seeking sharp, aggressive
men and women to train for
management position. If you
are int~rested in a company
that pro.d uced .multi-billion
fashion dollars last year in the
exciting field of ladies, mens,
boys and girls fashions, contact the Career Planning and
Placement Center for an on
campus interview on.
Nov. 8, 1984

K-Mart Apparel Corp.
An Equal Opportunity
Employer

fylen & Women's Clothing _
from the 1890's to the 1960's
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Ross .performs in St. Pete
• MGM's Teachers topped
all other movies at the box office last week, grossing $4.5
million.
• Diana Ross will be adding a
St. Petersburg date to her
current U.S. tour, either Nov.
18 or 19. Many people have ·
been waiting for a . Florida
Ross
date.
• NBC took the top spot in
the network rating wars last
week. Finally people are starting to realize that trash like
Dynasty just doesn't stand
up to Hill Street Blues and .
The Bill Cosby Show.

• If you have seen the Art of
Noise video for "Close To The
Edit," you know that
filmaker, Polish avant garde
artist Zbigniew Rybczynski is
on some serious drugs. Now
wait until you see "All I
Want" by Beftagore-it is ab·
solutely mind blowing.
• Cat Stevens' Greatest Hits
Vol. II will be released this
week, including two tracks
from the rare Harold and
Maude soundtrack. What has
become of Stevens, you ask?
Cat has renoun.:!ed the music
business, gave away all his in-

.BUGS
FROM PAGE 11
ed to gamma rays and all the other effects of
a nuclear catastrophe?
Don't let any fast talking exterminators
tell you that after one or two treatments,
your dwelling will be roach free. I remember a
neighbor who, after one visit from the exter·
minator, became addicted to the fumes. Once
a week, any passers-by will see the Bug
Busters truck parked faithfully in her

Toyota
Datsun
Honda

struments, and can be seen
panhandling on' London
streetcorners as a IIare
STUTTGART MOTORS SHOP
Krishna member.
3951 Forsyth Rd. - 8-31
• Dionne Warwick's new
Winter Park, Floriaa
album is also out this week.
Ph. 305-657-1604
ENGINE
BRAKES
Barry Manilow handled the
TUNE·UPS
FRONT·END
producing chores.
• Scandal and John Waite
.are coming to Florida. They t=~Q)iiji;
Ji ;;:.J)=
J =~=
~ G)=;i=G)=
J. :;::O>:;::
' ~(}~()~
'J ;::;(}:;::'=Q)=Q)=1 =~;;:); ; ; 0)ii i QJiiii();;
)ii i l ;;;;()~
- ~();;;;;()~)*'.(}::;;
; ~g~Q~~F.:;~=will perform at the Bayfront Q) Gl
Arena Nov. 20.
·g
\0>
g
lg
• Look for new albums by: IQ)
!0>
The Kinks, Toto, and The
fl
:~
Honeydrippers; also a three ~
11648 E. HWY 50
~
·
()
Orlando,
FL
32817
"""
album box set fr om Laune
~
Anderson.
QJ Dlrectly Across from Point After
J

Mister B's
ua;rstyl;ng
1

Q)

driveway, while she is inside inhaling the
fumes and making a·sound similar to Mahalia
Jackson.
Sometimes as I walk across my linoleum
kitchen floor in the dark, groping for the light
switch, it sounds as if I am walking on peanut
shells. But as far as my apartment is concerned, I will continue my valiant, although
fruitless fight against the cockroach-yes I
will continue .to engage in hand to antenna
combat and no roach has a chance if he encroaches on my home tµrf; they can have
whatever is left after World War III.

Cl
· ' CJ

"

"

Q)

Open Tues. · Fri. 9 to 9

9

to 5

sat.
Berman - Master Stylist

Phone 277·8015

.JI

:1

-~~~~~~~~~~Q)~~~Q)~()C)~(}Q~~~
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ALL STUDENTS
·
15% DISCOUNT ON SALES WITH THIS COUPON

••• SERVICE

657·1707

UNIVERSITY • GOLDENROD

~
,;

~ ~LD CHAINS
~

~
~

CHARMS
•
JEWELERY

Small Appllan~e Repalrs
Gifts, Antiques & Jewelry
.

HUMMELS
6
COLLECTOR
DOLLS

~

~

~
K·MART PLAZA

~
~
~

~

IRA$$
SILVER
~
•
~
LEADED GLASS ,;

~''''''''''''''''''''''''''''"'

•

•

•

•
•
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Knights rally falls short, 24·21
by Scott Gunnerson
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

l!

Austin Peay State University quarterback
Rickey Rice rushed for 68 yards and one
touchdown as his Governors, now 5-3, snuck
out of Orlando Stadium with a victory, 24-21.
Although ''not spectacular'' were the
words .the Governors used to describe Rice
and his effort in APSU win over Middle Tennessee, 16-7, against UCF (2-7), Rice was
·
spectacular.
Rice · helped set up the Govs' first
touchdown when he turned a third and short
yardage play into a big gainer. Only needing
three yards for a first down in t~e first
quarter, Rice carried the bootleg around the
left side. After gaining ten yards, Rice appeared to be running out of bounds and UCF
defensive back Kim Nixon held up, not
destroying the APSU signal caller.
Rice took advantage of Nixon's sportsmanlike gesture by turning back upfield for
a 27 yard gain to th~ UCF 23. With the
momentum on their side, APSU tailback
William Nathaniel carried the ball through
the middle down to the UCF 3. Then two
plays later APSU fullback Chuck Cowart
scored on a one yard plunge at 11:11 in the
first quarter.
UCF senior quarterback Dana Thyhsen got
the Knights right back into the game with

two passes to wide receiver Scott Scholtens
for 12 and 24 yards, to put UCF in scoring
position. Then Thyhsen teamed up with UCF
wide receiver Ted Wilson for the score.
From then APSU eight yard line, Wilson
had only APSU cornerback Terry Taylor to
beat. Wilson, at the snap of the ball, sprinted
·to the back of the end zone. Taylor followed
Wilson in hot pursuit, not wanting to be
beaten with a quick opener across the middle.
As soon as Taylor took the bait and turned
his back to Thyhsen, the All-American candidate-quarterback from Deland released the
ball in the direction of Wilson. When Wilson
reached the back of the end zone, he cut back
to the ball, to·the amazement of Taylor, who
never recovered.
In the second quarter with the game tied
7-7, APSU's free safety Ron Shegog came up
with an interception that bounced off the injured UCF tight end Glenn McCombs.
Shegog returned the ball 21 yards to the
UCF 26. Rice struck while the iron was still
hot on the next play, completing a pass to
APSU split end Terry Gentry. Gentry did
nothing fancy, he simply outran UCF free
safety Maury Parker to the end zone. The
26-yard touchdown pass gave the Govs a 14-7
lead at halftime. ·
UCF placekicker Ed O'Brien cut the Govs'
lead to 14-13, with field goals of 22 and 41
SEE KNJGHTS, PAGE 21

Placekicker Eddie O'Brien handles a bad snap. The UCF
freshman managed to avoid the Governors rush and complete a pass for the two point conversion.
Pam G1mson/Future

Knights to host NCAA championships
Both teams have played a very rough schedule this
season, being pitted against some of the top four
teams, so this should prove to he a very exciting
match for spectators and players alike.

by Joanne White
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

This Saturday at 2 p.m. at St. Claire field the
UCF women's soccer team will be hosting the first . Holding this first round match here is not only
round of the NCAA championships. The women important to the Lady Knights to have the home
will face off with William and Mary College.
field advantage, they also need the home field supThe Lady Knights h~ve played William and port. The NCAA has made it very clear to Rudy
Mary previously this season in tournament play. that it is necessary for him to prove that he has fan
When asked how he felt UCF Will fare in this match support to fill the stands if he wants to host
coach Jim Rudy commented, "I'm confident that anyinore championship games. "They are into this
with the way we've peen playing that we'll beat thing about sports having to prove they can be
them. We beat them 2-0 at George Mason, and we moneymakers', so we have to fill the requirements,"
can do it again."
said Rudy. So give yourself a treat this weekend.
Saturday's conflict is very important to the Lady Besides, it may be your chance to see a truly chamKnights if they want to continue in the postseason pionship team play. Some of the more formidable
play. It is also important in that they may be the William and Mary players to watch are goalie Liz
only team to represent UCF in championship Gonda, center defenders Megan McCarthy and
playoffs this year. The Lady Knights currently _ Diane Szczypinski and forward Jill Ellis. UCF has
boast a 9-3 record, while their opponents are ranked a few spotlighters to keep an eye out for in the form
eleventh in the nation and have a 12-6-4 record. of defender Linda Gancitano, and forwards Kathy

PIGSKIN
PICKS

Since I know all of you have
been sweating it out all
week and are dying to have
the results of week 3 of
Pigskin Picks I will be brief...
Neil Labar, last week's guest
picker, was bested by not
one, not two, but all three of
our experts!
DW

MR

As our guest for this week,
Pigskin Picks welcomes Dr.
Trevor Colbourn. Let's see
how president of the university stacks up to our experts...
Now, on to the picks ...

SG

Miami vs. New York
Tampa vs. Minn.

Miami by 10 Miami by 7
Tampa by 3 Tampa by 3

NY by 3
Minn. by 5

Miami by 21
Tampa by6

Florida vs. Auburn
FSU vs. ASU
UCF vs. ISU
Miami vs. Loulsvllle

Florida by 7
FSU by 4
ISU by i
Miami by 3

Florida by 7
FSU by 1
ISU by 3
Miami by 10

Florida by 6
FSU 12
ISU by 14
Miami by 10

Florida by 3
FSU by 14
ISU by 7
Miami by 7

Mulqueeny and Michelle Akers, who has been one
of the highest scorers this year. Also, keep an eye
on midfielders Mary and Jean Varas, a sister team
who prove to be a deadly force when combined.
Once UCF cruises past -William and Mary they
move up to Chapel Hill, North Carolina to meet
their recurring nemesis, the University of North
Carolina. ·This season the Lady Knights are determined to turn the tables and have UNC be the
runners-up.
UCF has their work cut out for them when they
go against the unbeaten Tarheels. The last two
years the Tarheels have been the defending champions with UCF as the runners-up, and every time
the Lady Knights have played them this season
they come so close to winning. Now they'll have
one final shot until next year.
Admission· for the tournament is $1.50 for
children and students with ID's and $2.50 for the
general public. Come on out show the girls who is
behind them.

Fighting Knights to
battle Sycamores
-with the fine play of junior
quarterback Jeff Miller who
FUTURE STAFF WRITER
completed 14 of 20 passes for
The gridiron Knights of 161 yards against the
UCF will face their strongest Salukis. He also ran for two
challenge of the season when touchdowns in that game.
they travel to Terre. Haute,
The Sycamore helmsman,
Indiana to take on undefeated for the season, has completed
Indiana State (8-0), Saturday · 96 of 164 passes for 1160
at 1:30.
yards and eight touchdowns.
Last week the Sycamores of
For UCF, senior quarterIS, the number one team in back Dana Thyhsen has
Division I-AA football, thrown . 216 passes - ·compreserved their perfect record· pleting 107, for 1468 yards.
by beating Southern Illinios, Thysen ·has thrown 16
27-10.
touchdown passes in comThe Sycamores beat SI parison to 11 interceptions.
by Scott Gunnerson

•--.I
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Lady Knights get ready for nationals
by Joanne White
and Scott Gunnerson
FUTURE STAFF WRITERS

The University of Central Florida
women's soccer team, fresh from its
victory over nationally ranked and
previously unbeaten North Carolina
State, will host William and Mary
here Saturday in the first round of the
NCAA national championship.
Game time will be Saturday
November 3, at 2 p.m. at UCF's St.
Clair Field. Because this game is part
·of the NCAA tournament and is not a
normal UCF ·gwµe, students as well
as adults will have to purchase a
ticket. The ticket prices will be at
rock bottom, $1.50 for students and

UCF

$2.50 for adults.
Friday, the Lady Knights were pitted against Radford. They beat them,
3-1. "This was not one of our better
games, but it was good enough to
win,'' said coach Jim Rudy. It was the
second time this season that Radford
fell to the Lady Knights.
Saturday the Lady Knights went
up against their old nemesis, the
University of North Carolina. "We
really went after them, holding a 1-0
lead at halftime," said Rudy. During
the second half the Tarheels came
back with two goals. The Lady
Knights went after UNC with
everything they had, but the Tar heels
scored again with 13 seconds remaining in the match to win, 3-1.
On the final day of the tournament

~asketball

University of Central Florida head basketball
coach Chuck Machock and his staff have begun to
put the pieces into place. ·
Although only one full-time starter returns from
last. year's 15-13 squad, there was reason for optimism as practice officially began Monday, Oct.
15. The Knights will face a challenging schedule in
1984-85 as they move into their first season in
NCAA Division I.
"We''re going to be a team,'.' said Machock, now
in his second year at UCF. "And, we're going to
have an aggressive defensive philosophy. I probably won't have a player who will average twenty
points per game," he added. "Our team will understand the principles of the game and play team
basketball. We want to play aggressively . and
within the framework of the tea_mwork we're ~rying

UCF went up against North Carolina
State in another tough match. NC
State was an unbeaten team who had
allowed oiily one goal scored against
them this season in 14 games. The
Lady Knights entered this match
with a vengeance. By halftime they
had a 2-0 lead, "we were all over
them," said Rudy.
During the second half, NC State
fumbled in two goals, with some
assistance from the officials, according to Rudy. These two "gift goals"
did nothing to alter the .concentration
of the Lady Knights. "The machine
was well-oiled and continued to run,"
Rudy commented. "We just hammered them."
By the end of the game, UCF had

scored two more goals, making the
final score 4-2. Kathy Mulqueeny
scored the winning goal on a great
assist from Jean Varas. Varas also
scored twice during the game.
Michelle Akers scored another goal
on a header with an assist from Sue
Mortberg.
·
Returning home, the Lady Knights
brought two Wins and one loss to add
to their record. UCF finished the
season with an impressive 9-3 record.
UCF's three losses this year came
against North Carolina and George
Mason, two of the teams selected for
this year's NCAA..
tournament.
North Carolina defeated the Lady
Knights 1-0 and 3-1. George Mason
beat UCF by a score of 3-2.

team to face toughest schedule
to establish."
The Knights have just more than a month to get
ready for the 1984-85 season opener. After an exhibition game with Calgary, Canada in the UCF
Gymnasium, Nov. 17, the team begins its regular
season with a Nov. 24 game at the University of
Florida in Gainesville.
The Knights return just one full-time starter
from last season, 6' 6'' forward Dan Faison.
Machock has bolstered his team with a blend of
junior college experience and talented freshmen.
Faison, who averaged 15 points and 10 rebounds
per game last season should have a fine supporting
cast this season, Machock says. "They should be a
team well worth watching," he added.
"We're the new kid on the block in Orlando,"
Machock said. ''Instant credibility is not going to

happen because we moved from Division II to Division I. The important thing for us is to be an exciting basketball club.''
Machock isn't wasting any time in molding his
team. He's beginning to implement his defensive
philosophy-to play aggressively and as a team.
"It's going to take some time for the team to
understand team concepts,'' he said. ''But, hopefully, we'll get over that by the first game."
"It takes great defense to win," he added, noting
that UCF's defense ranked 13th in the country last
season in NCAA Division II, allowing just 60.3
points per game'. ,·'We're going to play exciting and
aggressive. And, we've got to be competitive with
the teams we;re playing. If that happens, I think
we'll get support from what I think is a great
basketball community.''

.
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SHARE THE

COST OF LIVING Knights go to regionals
Give to the American Cancer Society

®

25th place with a time of 20:05.
One of the strengths of the UCF women's
team seems to be the ability to finish as a
group not -providing spectacular individual
results but resulting in a strong team finish.
Other scoring finishers behind Mammott included Gail Jones (29th), Rose Vouso (35th),
Lou Ann Sloan (36th) and Debbie Walters
(46th).
The UCF men's team participates in a dual
meet with Stetson at UCF on Oct. 31, and
then they and the women's team travel to
Clemson, South Carolina for the NCAA Division I regional tournament on Sa~urday,
November 10. Coach Tom Metts is optimistic
about a good showing at regionals although
he says that the meet will feature some of the
best t~s in the country.

by Morgan _,hllllps
FUTRURE STAFF WRITER

FRED

&

PIZZA

MILLIE'S

CARRYOUT

New owners
New Home·made dough
New .Pan Pizza
New hours
at the .
SAME OLD PRICES
10% off for UCF students

Mon.-Wed. l 1AM-9PM
Thurs.-Sat. 11 AM-11 PM Closed Sun.

g~:~~OWN 365·3808

That's right! Bigger Is not better. What you
want is the personal service that you get from
our hometown, full service bank.
We believe that our bank cc;m be your best
financial partner. We provs It every day of the

The UCF women's and men's cross country
teams have both started preparing for the
regional meet at Clemson University, after
improving their showing at the Florida Invitational tournament. Overall, they finished
fourth and sixth respe~tively at the Florida
State Tournament held at the University of
South Florida in Tampa this past Friday.
- Pavid Smith was instrumental in the men's
showing as ·he ran to an impressive fourth
place finish in the race with a time. of 25:46.
Other top finishers for the Knights' men include Greg Freeman, Tom Rose, and David
Crowe, who finished with times of 27:48,
27:58, and .28:32 respectively.
The UCF women were able to maintain
Hopefully, Gaskill will be ready to go for
their finish of fourth at the Florida Invita- the regional meet, which should help ou~ the
tional Tournament even without the help of women's team, and with a good showing
top UCF runner Cindy · Gaskill. The top against Stetson the men should go into the
finisher for the Lady Knights this week was · regional tournament on an up note and ready
teammate Mary Mammott who finished in for a good showing.
D HOME ON THE RANGE . University Men's IM
Accept the·challenge, bring Volleyball championship last
your partner and play the ex- week while Pi Beta Phi edged
citing and challenging UCF Delta Delta Delta: 15-13,
"Home On The Range'! golf 15-11 to take the women's
course today at 1, 2:30, or 4 crown. In the men's B league
p.m. Tee times are available . action the Fratbusters put
for the two-person Scotch down the 'FCA team 15-11,
Doubles tournament. Recrea- 15-12 in a close match. Contional Services has clubs, gratulations to all 30 teams
balls, tees, etc. for use at the who participated in this
course, if needed. There is no year's leagues.
entry fee. Call 275-2408 for
details.
D LANDI TOPS DISC GOLF
Mike Landi, shooting an
D VOLLEYBALL CHAMPS
even par 60, won the student
Sigma Alpha Epsilon I division in the Homecoming
swept Lambda Chi Alpha I Disc Golf Open last Saturday
15-6, 15-11 to capture the All- on the UCF course. His tee

·sPORTS
BRIEF
---------•
throw to within 23 feet of the
pin on the 18th hole took
close-to-the-pin honors. Other
winners were Tom Aloi, Student Low Net; Marshall
Scribner ('76), Alumni Low
Gross with a score of 59; and
Doug Schall, Alumni Low
Net. Adam Evans won the
long drive on hole number
three.

SPORTS WRIT.ERS ·NEEDED
.

.

The Future is looking tor writers to fill freelance and paid ·sports writers positsions. For applications contact Future Editorial Office (275-2601) or Future Business Office (275-2865).
No experience necessary.

156 GENEVA DRIVE• P.O. BOX 729

~

~Future

•OVIEDO. FLORIOA·3276S
·:'~/;~.
(305)365•6611

l.::f MEMBElt/;OIC

{

···I.

"
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.
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Cunningham· g tnc.
• OFFICE SUPPLIES
• OFFICE FURNITURE
•MACHINES
• DRAFTING &ENGINEERING SUPPLiES

"Woman to ·Woman care •••
offering choices·in women's health."
.•
•
•
•

Pap and yearly check-ups
Birth Control/Family Planning
Outpatient gynecological care
Herpes support ~ infonnation

•
•
•
•

Premarital exams
Breast exams
Fertility awareness
Pregnancy options counseling

Call now for an appoinbnent - No waiting

(305) 291·4777
1010 Arthur Avenue • Orlando, Florida 32804
(one block off Edgewater Drive - acros.s·
from Bishop Moore High School)

9AM TO 5:30PM
MON THRU SAT
7464 UNIV. BLVD
WINTER PARK

(Jpecial <Beginnings

678-2976
UNIV BLVD. AND GOLDENROD RD.
In Winn Dixie Shopping Plaza

BIRTH & GYNECOLOGY CENTER,1Nc. ~~

L
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New

iVCr"yday

Price

I

Castrol

GTX 20W50

: ,~~6te
_,,

149

;~;;;:;,:~

DAP

~

cars

(!Ell"

~~tor84 "1

XSV OIL
~ FILTER

WINDSHIELD
WASHER
FLUID

SHELLZONE
ANTIFREEZE
COOLANT
SAVI 1.00

Cal Custom
Dress·u p Kit

SAVI 10.00

For Small
Block Fords
& Chevys
• 2 Triple-plated chrome steel
valve covers
• 2 special valve cover gaskets
• Triple-plated chrome breather
and grommel
• PCV grommet
·
• 12 triple-plated chrome wing
nuts
• Triple-plated chrome
distributor clamp ,

• •Triple-plated chrome oil
dipstick handle
• 2 Triple-plated chrome wire
looms
• Complete, illustrated installa·
lion Instructions

l ' EACH
SAVE t.00

.503

PARTS SERVICE

OFF

For Hard·To·Find Parts
If the part you need is not orie
of Thousands in stock, we'll
order it Express. Most parts,
foreign or domestic, arrive in
24 hours.

LIST PRICE

~·
Internal Engine Parts

Main Bearing Set #MBS396B . . . . 18.95
Rod Bearing Set #CR6367CP ... . 19.92
Valve Lifters #VL37 ...... . .. . .. . .. 3.80
Rocker Arms #RM15 . . . . ..... . ... 2.77
Push Rods #RP115 .. ... •..... . .. 1.91
Ring Set #105-2.51 . . .. . ....... 23.34

set
set

ea.

ca.
ca.

•

set

Water Pumps

LIST PRICE
W/EXCH.
AS LOW AS
11.00

W/EXCH .
AS LOW AS
28.00

W/EXCH.
AS LOW AS
23.00

Master
Cylinders

A-1
Fuel Pumps

11

99

SAVE 5.00
W/EXCH.

Lifetime Guarantee

8 a.m. · 9 p.m.
. 2 Blocks South of Oak Ridge
1

6210 S. Orange Blossom Trail
859·6171
. 1 Block West of Sliver Star • Pine Hiiis
5410 Silver Star Rd.

fl9·8230

•

_OFF
•
LIST PRICE
AS LOW AS 13.00

Chloride
40 Month

•

Battery
WITH

EXCHANGE

DISC PADS

6!!4.00
Corner of Aloma & 436
Winter Park
3098 Aloma Ave.
677·5488 .

..
AS LOW AS 22.00
WIEXCH .

Orlando
Open 7 Days a Week

7 a.m. · 11 p.m.
Corner of Semoran & Curry Ford
568 7 Curry Ford Rd.
282·0572

•

•
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Russ Shenk-a horse of a different color
have to train with weights, and you have to be.really dedicated to succeed," he says.

by Joanne White
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

•
•

•

In the words of head wrestling coach Pat
Cucci,"Russ Schenk is a horse of a different color-he's a unique personality."
Schenk, a sophomore at 158 pounds is an NCAA
All-American, bearing the reputation of being a
wild man, on and off the mat. "Sometimes Russ has
a soft side, but never on the mat,'' said Cucci.
When asked about this reputation Schenk offers
this philosophy of life as his defense. "It's like being a dog-you can stay tied to a tree, content in
knowing you have a place to sleep and secure in the
knowledge of where your next meal is coming from.
You can live a long life like this. On the other hand
you could be a dog running loose, chasing cars etc ...
you may only live four or five years, but at least
you're happy. I'm the dog running loose-I'm going to live life to the fullest."
· Schenk works very hard for the sport he loves.
''No one trains as hard as Russ. He is very
disciplined and he sacrifices so much,'' says Cucci,
who adds, "Russ is born athlete."

Wrestling was not the first sport in Schenk's life.
When he was in the seventh grade in school in Ohio
he tried out for the basketball team and made it as
the sixth man. This was not enough for the man
who likes to be the best at whatever he does .
Halfway through the season, at the suggestion of a
friend he tried out for the wrestling team, and made
it. He has been wrestling his best ever since then.

Schenk' s style of wrestling is adaptable to the
situation at hand, whether his oppenent likes to get
physical or technical. "He's very physical, but his
moves are so smooth and defined,'' said Cucci.
Schenk considers himself both a physical and
technical wrestler, depending on who he is wrestling. "Sometimes I wrestle better with a guy who
1
wants me to get tough, so I get tough for a while
and then change my technique,'' he commented.

This is evident in the physical stature of this
young man. He possesses the build of an avid body
builder. "There is so much training you have to do
for this sport, aerobically and anaerobically. You

When Schellk steps out on that wrestling mat his
happy-go-lucky attitude changes into that of a
determined warrior. "Russ scores a lot of points
against the other guy in most of his matches. He is
just so persistent that he never gives up," said Cucci. Schenk himself expounds on this, ''I want to get
in there and score points, pin the guy-whatever it

Twist-A-Bead SAlE!
..&jJ

q:;;:.:...-

takes to win I'm going to do it."
The hopes for Schenk are very high this season,
especially from Cucci. "Russ has the potential to
take some championships this year, and I expect a
lot from him,'' says Cucci. Schenk himself has set
some high goals this year. "I'm going to do great
this year; there is no stopping me. I've set my goals
higher than what I'd actually be satisfied with.
That way I've really got something to strive for,
and even if I don't realize all of them at least I
know I tried. Right now I've got my goal set at a
national championship. It's a little above my reach,
but I'm giving it my best shot," said Schenk.
In addition to being a dedicated athelete Schenk
is also one of Cucci's team leaders. When he's being
serious he helps the · newer team members out.
"-Russ is good for the team. He's a great morale
booster," commented Cucci.
As far as life after UCF is concerned, Schenk is
looking for a shot at the 1988 Olympics. His career
choice is a little less stable at this point in time.
"I'm a physical education major so I might want to
coach high school wrestling. I would also like to be
a police officer. It's going to be one of those two,"
said Shenk. Well if it's the latter of the two I would
advise all you potential criminals out there to
choose a new career; this is one tough guy.

Are you going rounds
with your Auto

lnsuranco Company!
•

$195
A Strand
Orig. $5.95

Come See Us! "We can't be beat!"
Large selection of colors.
Clasps start at $1.00

JACKSON'S
GIITS & ACCESSORIES

Kitchenware. Men's Gifts. Ladies' Gifts. Glassware. Bra,.;s,
Music Boxes. Lamps. Ornaments and ·~ore!

MR.
Auto ..
INSURANCE

OPEN

MONDA y.
FRIDAY

Acddenta, Tickets, DWI'•
s.·v1Navou-..0NEY
SR·12'1(l1autdonthtS ot).
10408 E. Colonlal Dr.
Across from Winn Dixie
wESPECIALIZEIN

9.. 6
SAT. 9·12

KNIGHTS
FROM PAGE 17
yards. APSU (5-3) got a 34
yard field goal from Brian
Yarbrough to increase their
lead to 17-13.
When the Govs got their
hands on the ball again, Rice
scored on a 15 yard run to cap
a 55 yard drive in only 5
plays. With only five minutes
left in the game, the Knights
faced a 24-13 hill to climb.
Even worse, the }\nights had
to start their drive on their
own four ~ard line. Thyhsen
was equal to the task by completing passes of 18, 19 and
13 yards to McCombs, Wilson
and Scholtens, to get the
Knights out to the APSU 43
yard line.
Then Thyhsen went for the
whole bundle when he threw
to Wilson, who was in a race

282•AUTO

with Shegog for the gQal line.
When Wilson caught the ball,
~~~~~~~~~~~~;;;;;;;~~~~~~~~~liJ!ll!~i!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ hefoughthiswayintotheend
zone with Shegog on his back.
The score brought UCF
Get a deep natural tan. That's
within 3 points of the Govs
right. It only takes twenty minutes
with 3:18 left in the game.
twice a week to be tanned and look
But the Knights' defensive
your best all year long.
unit
found that it is a lot
We offer the patented Wolff
harder
to hold a team to four
Tanning System. It has been featured
downs and ten yards than to
in the world's finest spas and
keep a team out of the end
salons for almost a decade.
zone.
Last week the Knights'
Stop by or call and we'll show
defense
won the game by deyou how a twenty minute vacation .
nying
Illinois
State the end
twice a week will make you look your
to
preserve.
the victory.
zone
best throughout the year.
This week the Knights
couldn'.t hold the Govs, who
GRAND OPENING
gained three first downs. The
(Special l 0% Discount)
· three first downs, the most
important of the game for
TAN·FASTIQUE
Rice and company, allowed
APSU to run out the clock
TANNING SALON
and spoil the UCF homecomTower Place
ing; 24-21.
COLONIAL PLAZA - 896-5691

10376 E. Colonial Dr.
Suite 113
Orlando, FL 32817
Phone: 282·6042 ·

DISTRIBUTORS OF
WOLFF SUN SYSTEMS

.. .
~

~
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Knights soccer team falls in tough match, 2·0
by Joanne White
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

Monday night at Lake Mary High
School the men's soccer team lost a
hard fought battle to Brigham Young
University 2-0. This was the first
time the men have played a night
game while still at home. The match
was sponsored by the Seminole Soccer Club, a youth organization.
The Knights played hard but BYU
had the edge. BYU pounded the

Knights with 24 shots on goal to
UCF's 13. "Brigham Young is a very
good team. They played an incredible
schedule this year. They just came
out and got the goals," said coach
Jim Rudy.
UCF had a few chances on goal but
the attempts were thwarted by the
BYU goalie who produced some incredible saves. "BYU played what is
called a flunker defense-with five
_ guys strung out on defense they locked it up and we couldn't get arou~d

them,'' said Rudy.
Another factor affecting UCF was
the size of the field. It was much
smaller than they are used to, which
kept their usual manueverability to a
minimum. The size of the field and the
defense of BYU kept UCF at bay,
preventing from scoring at any point
inJhe match.
"We just coudn't get behind them
or around on the flanks. It was hard
for us to get in and we threw everyone
forward,'' said Rudy.

•

The men did not lay down and
die-they played hard and gave it
everything they had according to
Rudy. "In terms of effort we played a
good game, but we didn't get the
goals,'' commented Rudy.
Sunday afternoon the men will
meet up with Rollins College at
Rollins' home field. "My advice to
people who want to see that game is if
you don't get there by 1:30 you won't
get a seat, you'll have to stand."
warned Rudy.

0

•
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For help with parties call UCF Representative: Paul Kadanec, 282-9442.
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STUDENT
GOVERNMENT
We're Working Hard For You

!-

Take Advantage of what we have to offer!
Discount Movie Tickets to:
*General Cineina
. (Fashion Square, Altamonte. Mall, Parkwood, Seminole)

*Plitt
(Colonial Plaza)

·*Eastern Federal
. (Conway, Orange Blossom, Northgate)

Discount Attraction Tickets to:
Disney W orld/Epcot
Sea World
Wet 'N Wild·
Busch Gardens
Once Upon ·A Stage
Rosie O'Grady's

East-West Expressway -TQkens
(25 ·for $5.00)
Discount Photo Processing
Lost and Found

